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Becoming a physical therapist isn’t just a career goal; it is rooted deep within me. My journey 
towards this aspiraJon is a patchwork of personal experiences, lessons, and an unyielding desire 
to make a tangible, posiJve impact on others’ lives.  

Growing up my family encountered health baQles that changed my perspecJve profoundly. 
Both may dad and grandpa faced formidable foes-cancer. My grandpa valiantly fighJng bladder 
cancer, eventually succumbed to its grasp. Amidst this hardship, I found solace in being there for 
him, providing care and support during his most trying Jmes.  

My dad, baQling leukemia, embarked on a challenging path to remission. Witnessing his 
resilience and the transformaJve power of healthcare ignited a passion within me. It was a 
catalyst propelling me towards a career path where I could channel my empathy and 
determinaJon into tangible assistance for others facing similar challenges.  

My pursuit led me to kinesiology – a discipline that promised a deeper understanding of 
anatomy, biomechanics, and movement opJmizaJon. Through this field, I am discovering a 
profound way to help people regain strength, mobility and funcJon. Physical therapy emerged 
as the nexus where my passion for helping others converged with my fascinaJon for human 
movement and wellness.  

The experiences weren’t merely observaJonal; they were personal. I underwent physical 
therapy due to my own injuries, experiencing firsthand the transformaJve power of 
rehabilitaJon. It wasn’t just about recovering physically; it was about reclaiming a quality of life. 
This personal encounter amplified my desire to offer the same hope and healing to others.  

Beyond the personal sphere my vision extends to broader societal impact. I envision a world 
where educaJon and healthcare are accessible to everyone, irrespecJve of their financial 
circumstances. Should I be fortunate enough to receive this scholarship, I’m commiQed to 
paying it forward by supporJng underprivileged students on their educaJonal journeys. 
Establishing mentorship programs and providing resources to aid their academic success is a 
commitment close to my heart.  

Moreover, I aim to bridge gaps in healthcare accessibility. CreaJng low cost or free physical 
therapy clinics and deploying mobile therapy units to underserved areas are pivotal steps 
towards ensuring equitable healthcare access. I envision educaJng communiJes about 
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prevenJve measures, offering rehabilitaJon services, and iniJaJng workshops on ergonomic 
pracJces to promote long term physical health.  

My passion for physical therapy isn’t solely born from personal experiences; it’s a fusion of 
empathy academic pursuit and a desire to enhance individuals’ lives. It’s a commitment to 
alleviaJng pain, restoring mobility, and empowering people to embrace life to its fullest.  

Every facet of my journey- the struggles the victories the empathy and the academic pursuit has 
converged to fuel my unwavering dedicaJon to this path. It’s more than a career; it’s a vocaJon 
to make a difference one life at a Jme.  


